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Let us break bread together 
The tradition of sharing meals 
 

Unlike most other animals, for human beings eating food is more than just about staying alive; there 

is an element of socializing, sharing, communing together, and celebrating life. The phrase 

“breaking bread together” has great meaning and symbolism. Meals prepared and shared at the 

Senior Nutrition Sites throughout the county are a perfect example.  
 

But, did you know that sharing meals with family and friends also encourages us to follow a proper 

and balanced diet? If parents at home with small children are eating a balanced diet (in the manner 

of “My Plate” recommendations from the United States Department of Agriculture) then it’s more 

likely the children will take after their parents and show an early interest and preference for all the 

food groups.  
 

Meals shared at home with children have other benefits, as well. Studies, both private and  

government-based, reveal that children who share dinner meals with the family perform better  

academically: higher literacy rates; better test scores; a happier social network; and a healthier life 

both mentally and physically. Researchers theorize that these benefits derive from the positive,  

supportive, and communicative atmosphere around the dinner table. 1 
 

When adults share meals together, it is more likely that better attention will be paid to “portion  

sizes.” When eating alone we tend to put more on our plates than we would if we were passing the 

bowls. And, children don’t corner the market when it comes to enjoying a healthier mental and  

physical well-being as a result of “sharing meals.” We all experience a positive “boost” from sharing 

meal time with family and friends.  

_______________________________________________________________ 

1 Based on a 2006 report from the National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse (CASA) at  

Columbia University comparing teens and children who share family dinners at least five times 

per week to those who shared family meals twice or less per week. 



12 tips for starting shared meals 
Oregon’s “Shared Meals Initiative” 
 
 Make mealtime a priority. Plan ahead when you will eat together. 

Set a goal – maybe two or three times per week – and build from 

there. 
 

 Be creative and flexible about when and where you eat together. 
 

 Make mealtime a pleasant and stress-free time. Talk about fun and 

happy things. Leave the serious discussions for another time. 
 

 Turn off the TV and cell phones. Listen to each other. Share the 

day's stories. Nurture the family connection and the good company 

of others. 
 

 Keep meals simple and easy. Don’t make them elaborate. Work 

salads and vegetables into meals. Focus on familiar favorites, like 

chili or frittatas. 
 

 Use a slow cooker, like a Crock Pot. Put everything together before leaving for work in the  

       morning. You'll come home to the delicious smell of a cooked meal. 
 

 Involve everyone in preparation of the meal. Let kids help prepare meals and set the table. 
 

 Encourage children to try foods, but don’t lecture or force your child to eat. 
 

 Invite others to join you for a meal. Tell your neighbors, call your friends. 
 

 Avoid portion distortion. Keep serving sizes under control, whether you're at home or eating out. 
 

 Set the mood. Play soothing music. Put flowers on the table. Light a candle. Create a relaxing  

       environment. 
 

 Still no time to cook? Pick up some healthy take-out or order a pizza with nutritious ingredients, 

and stay at home to eat. 
 

Creative advice from the Nutrition Council of Oregon, a diverse group of  nutrition 

professionals from Oregon’s public health, education and health care sectors.  

For more information, visit the NCO website: www.healthoregon.org/sharedmeals  

 
“COOK TOGETHER.  

 

EAT TOGETHER.  
 

TALK TOGETHER.  
 

MAKE MEAL TIME A 
SHARED TIME.” 

 
~SHARED MEALS 

INITIATIVE 
 

Something to think about: 
Before you eat together, why not cook together? 
 
If you find it enjoyable to share a meal together, consider how much fun it is to prepare that meal 

together. Get together with friends and slice, dice, stir, and mix that meal. Or, do it “potluck” style: 

each brings a dish to contribute. And, don’t forget to share the recipe, too!  

http://www.healthoregon.org/sharedmeals


SUMMER SQUASH WITH RICE 
6 servings 

 
INGREDIENTS 
 

 2 TBS vegetable oil 

 2 minced garlic cloves 

 1 chopped onion 

 3 chopped green or yellow summer squash 

 2 C hot, cooked rice 

 1 TBS grated Parmesan cheese 
 

DIRECTIONS 
 
 In a large frying pan, heat oil over medium heat. 

 Add garlic and onions. Cook for 1 minute, stirring often. 

 Add summer squash. Cook until slightly soft, stirring often. 

 Stir mixture into the hot cooked rice. Enjoy! 

 Refrigerate leftovers. 

 
Nutrition Facts: 150 calories; 6 g fat; 25 mg sodium; 4 g fiber  
Source:  
 
 

BEETS WITH ORANGE SAUCE 
4 servings 
 
INGREDIENTS 
 

 1 can beets (15 oz.), drained [consider using fresh beets; steam them until tender] 

 1/2 C orange juice 

 1 tsp vegetable oil 

 2 tsp sugar 

 2 tsp vinegar 
 

DIRECTIONS 
 

 Place beets, orange juice, oil, sugar, and vinegar into a medium pot. 

 Heat pot over medium heat until sugar has dissolved. 

 Serve hot or cold. Enjoy! 

 Refrigerate leftovers. 

 
Nutrition Facts: 70 calories; 1.5 g fat; 210 mg sodium; 2 g fiber  
Source:  

 
 



WATERMELON SALAD WITH FETA CHEESE 
8 servings 
 

INGREDIENTS 
 

 8 C Watermelon cut in 3/4” cubes 

 7 oz. Feta cheese, crumbled 

 2 TBS diced, fresh mint 

 2 TBS Balsamic vinegar glaze 
 

DIRECTIONS 

 Toss the watermelon cubes, Feta cheese, and mint together.  

 Drizzle with Balsamic vinegar glaze 

 
NOTE: You can find Balsamic vinegar glaze in many grocery stores. You can make your own by 
gently simmering ¾ C Balsamic vinegar in a small sauce pan until it “reduces” to 3 TBS.  
 

Nutrition Facts: 100 calories; 4 g fat; 240 sodium; 2 g fiber  

Source: Whitten, Diane: Farmers’ Market Favorite Recipes, 2013 

 

SWEET POTATO FRIES 
4 servings 
 

INGREDIENTS 
 

 3 sweet potatoes 

 1/2 tsp salt 

 1/4 tsp pepper 

 1 TBS vegetable oil 
 

DIRECTIONS 
 

 Preheat oven to 400°F. 

 Cut each potato in half lengthwise, and then cut each half into wedges. 

 In a small bowl, combine salt and pepper. 

 In a large bowl, combine the cut potatoes, salt and pepper mixture, and oil. Toss until potatoes 

are evenly coated. 

 Arrange potatoes in a single layer on a baking sheet. 

 Bake until edges are crisp and potatoes are cooked through, about 30 minutes. 

 Refrigerate leftovers. 

 
Nutrition Facts: 110 calories; 3.5 g fat; 340 mg sodium; 3 g fiber  
Source:  
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